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New twist takes unsolved murder case to Northern Ireland

Police chase tip
to retrieve DNA
Keith Moor, Carly Crawford
and Lucy Carne
POLICE believe they may
have tracked down two
blood relatives of Victorian
mass murderer Elmer
Crawford and are seeking
DNA from the two men in
Northern Ireland.

Victims: the Crawford
family car (above) and
the three children
(below) who died with
their mother.

Tuesday’s
Herald Sun

If their DNA doesn’t match, the
dead man could still be Crawford
as they may not be related to him.
If it does match then all it proves
is that they are related to the
dead man, which would be a
strong indication the dead man is
Crawford, but it still wouldn’t be a
certainty.
Ms Crawford told the Herald
Sun she was happy to provide her
DNA, saying: ‘‘I want to help solve
this.’’
Ms Anstis said she was also
prepared to provide her DNA to
police.
Facial recognition experts from
Victoria Police and the FBI’s
academy in Quantico, Virginia,
have carried out extensive tests
on photographs of Crawford and
the dead man in the US and
concluded he is almost certainly
Crawford.
But that technology is not an
exact science.
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half-sister. Some of the details she
has provided do not match with
details about Crawford in the
homicide squad files.
Sen-Sgt Iddles said he intended
getting DNA from both women,
and yesterday contacted Ms
Crawford in England, but said at
this stage it appeared the lead
about the two male blood relatives in Northern Ireland was the
most promising.
The problem with the two
women is unless they can prove
they are related to Crawford,
getting their DNA will still not
prove the man in the US is him.

Yesterday’s
Herald Sun
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Tangled web: Elmer Crawford (top), and (above from left) his
possible daughter Trisha Crawford, what is claimed to be Elmer
Crawford as a child with his mother, and American Betty Anstis.
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The tip came after the Herald
Sun this week revealed Victoria
Police believes an unidentified
body in the US is that of Crawford.
The Herald Sun has also discovered that one of the identities
the dead man in the US used was
that of a murderer who shot dead
a two-year-old boy and partly
paralysed her mother in
Oklahoma. Cameron Harold
Frysinger was convicted of the
murder and shooting with intent
to kill in 1983.
Crawford has been on the run
since he slaughtered his pregnant
wife Theresa, 35, and their three
children, Kathryn, 13, James, 8,
and Karen, 6, in 1970.
He electrocuted and bashed
them with a hammer before pushing their bodies in the family car
over a cliff at Port Campbell.
A caller to Crime Stoppers who
saw this week’s publicity about
the case gave police the names
of two men he claimed were
still alive in Northern Ireland
and were blood relatives of
Crawford.
Homicide squad detective
Ron Iddles said the caller, who
was also from Northern Ireland
and said he knew the Crawford
family, supplied enough specific
information to suggest the information was genuine.
‘‘We are in the process of contacting the two men to establish if
they are relatives and we will be
seeking to get DNA from them so
we can compare it with the DNA
of the unidentified body in the US
to see if the dead man is
Crawford,’’ Det-Sen-Sgt Iddles
said.
The Herald Sun has also
spoken to two women who claim
to be related to Crawford.
One of the women, Trisha
Crawford, 59, who lives in
Cambridge, northeast of London,
believes she may be Elmer
Crawford’s daughter.
The other woman, Betty Anstis,
70, of West Palm Beach, Florida,
believes she might be Crawford’s
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Audio: Trisha Crawford says learning about her possible father was ‘painful’
Multimedia special: How he did it, why he did it
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